Recently, machine learning based single image super resolution (SR) approaches focus on jointly learning representations for high-resolution (HR) and low-resolution (LR) image patch pairs to improve the quality of the super-resolved images. However, due to treat all image pixels equally without considering the salient structures, these approaches usually fail to produce visual pleasant images with sharp edges and fine details. To address this issue, in this work we present a new novel SR approach, which replaces the main building blocks of the classical interpolation pipeline by a flexible, content-adaptive deep neural networks. In particular, two well-designed structure-aware components, respectively capturing local-and holistic-image contents, are naturally incorporated into the fully-convolutional representation learning to enhance the image sharpness and naturalness. Extensively evaluations on several standard benchmarks (e.g., Set5, Set14 and BSD200) demonstrate that our approach can achieve superior results, especially on the image with salient structures, over many existing state-of-the-art SR methods under both quantitative and qualitative measures.
INTRODUCTION
Owing to various practical reasons such as cost of camera, storage limitation and limited bandwidth, images with low resolution are inevitable. To solve this problem, single image super resolution (SR), with the goal of increasing the resolution of the image from the single input, has been drew considerable attention from different research communities.
Techniques for single image SR can be roughly categorized as reconstruction-, example-and interpolation-based approaches. The reconstruction-based approaches [1] assume that the registered frames are in compliance with a global blur degradation model, which can be formulated by explicitly modeling deconvolution [2] or by allowing blind super Corresponding author is Liang Lin. resolution with unknown blur degradation [3] . Due to the inverse problem with inaccurate blur kernels, reconstructionbased approaches may introduce ringing artifacts around salient structures [3] .
Opening up a new data-driven direction for single image SR, example-based approaches [4, 5, 6, 7] advance in the use of internal or external patch data to increase the resolution by a large factor with synthesized artificial details. However, the synthesized details are not necessarily consistent with real details. Specifically, it is not well grounded that the synthesized patch does bring real details of original optical images into the low resolution version.
Though having the advantage in efficiency and balanced performance, interpolation-based approaches, such as bilinear / bicubic / spline, are prone to mix colors along the main edges, especially when encountering large upsampling factors. Most traditional interpolation-based approaches, which use single fixed kernel to interpolate the whole image, are inevitable to blur the main structure, e.g., [8, 9] propose a kind of adaptive-interpolation and attempt to resolve this problem. The pursuit of bringing higher visual quality to human visual system is still the fundamental goal of many practical SR approaches. As a matter of fact, human visual system is more sensitive to color and structural changes than absolute color values. Preserving the contrast and sharpness of the salient structural edge is thus crucial for generating visually plausible results. In contrast, some SR approaches [10, 11] take interpolation operation first. This may bring negative influences on the main structure because of not good enough initialization. It is beneficial if we can incorporate some techniques to learn multiply edge-preserving kernels for interpolation from sufficient image data.
Deep convolutional neural network has been successfully applied to various computer vision tasks including rain/dirt removal [12] , image deconvolution [13] , noise removal [14] and image in-painting [15] . More recently, [16, 10, 11, 17, 18] have achieved promising results by incorporating deep learning for SR. In particular, example-based approaches with deep learning framework [17, 11] propose to capture the mapping between low-and high-resolution images to obtain the The architecture of the proposed local-and holistic-structure preserving neural networks. The neural networks are stacked by a convolutional layer, a deconvolution layer, pixel placement operation and a convolution layer. The first two layers and the operation forms the local structure preserving sub-network (LSP), while the final convolutional forms the holistic structure preserving sub-network (HSP). The LSP upsamples the LR patches via deconvolution with local structure preserving displacement (Pixel Placement). Then the HSP further refines the output of LSP via convolution with a multi-task of holistic structure preserving objective.
state-of-the-art performance. Cui et al. [17] advocated the use of cascade networks for super resolution, with a local autoencoder architecture. Dong et al. [11] applied the similar FCN in super resolution. However, these approaches are less optimal for that they tend to interpolate image with pixels equally treated and actual contrast of border/texture ignored during the training procedure.
In this paper, we present a local-and holistic-structure preserving neural networks, aiming for salient structural edge preservation. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the proposed model is stacked by two component named Local Structure Preserving sub-network (LSP) and Holistic Structure Preserving subnetwork (HSP). The LSP upsamples the input low resolution patches via a deconvolution network with local structure preserving displacement (Pixel Placement). The HSP further refines the output of LSP via a fully convolutional layer with a multi-task of structure preserving objective.
The main contributions of this paper are organized as follows: (1) We propose a novel deep neural network for super-resolution, which achieves state-of-the-art performance with a small architecture on public Set5 [19] , Set14 [20] and BSD200 [21] benchmarks. (2) We make an attempt to redesign the classical interpolation pipeline by replacing building blocks with content-adaptive and structure-aware neural networks. (3) Our study demonstrates that the proposed joint local-and holistic-structure preserving can significantly benefit super resolution. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of our proposed localand holistic-structure preserving framework, which consists of two components called Local Structure Preserving subnetwork (LSP) and Holistic Structure Preserving sub-network (HSP). The LSP is stacked by a convolutional layer, a deconvolutional layer and our proposed pixel placement operation in order to preserve the local structure of the image. Focusing on the holistic structure of the image, the HSP employs one convolutional layer to further refine the result of LSP by considering non-local and boundary information.
FRAMEWORK

Local Structure Preserving sub-network (LSP)
Different from existing SR approaches that typically adopting edge-blurring interpolation techniques in the initialization step [11, 4] , our proposed LSP incorporates local deconvolution and structure preserving pixel placement into the interpolation phase.
Deconvolution. Traditional interpolation assumes that the LR pixels are evenly placed in the HR grid. In this regard, interpolation is a linear transform invariant (LTI) operation. Specifically, denote the intensity of each pixel in LR and HR image by x i and y j , respectively. The interpolation, e.g., bilinear, can be expressed as where Ω is the local window, n i indexes the pixels and ω ni indicates the fixed bilinear weights. As one can see that, the formulation to calculate y j is similar to the deconvolution operation, which is defined as
where [W 1 , W 2 , ..., W n ] indicates the kernel weight mapping from (l − 1) th to the l th , b is the bias. h l and h l−1 mean output and input, respectively. σ(·) is the nonlinear function. This process is illustrated in Figure 2a . Hence, the interpolation can be accomplished via a deconvolution layer. Moreover, the deconvolution kernel can be adaptively learned from sufficient training data. We propose to learn a local deconvolution kernel from sufficient image pairs for interpolation. Figure 3 visualizes some motivating results via the learned kernels from corresponding images. Compared with bicubic, the result reveals that the learned kernel is more extraordinary and its performance is superior to the traditional fast interpolation approach.
Pixel Placement. As mentioned above, the single local deconvolution for interpolation is a linear translation invariant (LTI) operator. Therefore, when applying the LTI filter to pixels with large contrast in LR image, the color mixing is unavoidable because of the actual interaction range between pixels, i.e., image edges are blurred in this case. To overcome this problem, we propose an edge-preserving method called Pixel Placement, which slightly moves the original position of LR pixels in its HR grid to make HR grid homogeneous (see Figure 2b for more details). Figure 4a illustrates a LR sample from the original HR image. Comparing with the result from pure bilinear interpolation in Figure 4b , refining LR pixels in the HR grid (e.g., moving LR pixels farther from the structural edge) contributes to the sharper edge in HR (see Figure 4c ).
The local structure preserving interpolation is performed by combining above mentioned deconvolution and pixel- placement inside the neural networks. It should be noted that when the pixel is not evenly placed, the interpolation can not be approximated by one deconvolution. The unevenly distributed pixels may have different influence on pixels, which makes the operation no longer LTI. The shepard interpolation theory [22] addressed the problem by normalizing via an indicator map with value one on those unevenly placed sparse LR pixels. The deconvolution is applied both on the HR grid with LR pixels and the indicator map. The normalization is conducted by element-wise division as:
where x i denotes the input LR image, f l (·) denotes the deconvolution network, d(·) denotes the image grid guided by the proposed pixel placement and 1(x i ) denotes the indicate map with value on those unevenly placed sparse pixels of x i .
Holistic Structure Preserving Sub-network (HSP)
The LSP stands by itself as a single image super resolution network. We aim to improve the performance of SR on the main structural edges, with the help of human labeled boundary guidance. Structure edges and contours are of great importance for human vision system, although they are not necessarily associated with good quantitative results. The HSP first takes the LSP output h LSP as input, i.e., LSP and HSP are combined together in such an end-to-end fine-tuning manner. Moreover, we additionally add an auxiliary objective for global boundary predictions, which guides the network to obtain the ability of preserving the global structure. Specifically, we train our model on a set of (LR, HR, boundary) triplets. In general, suppose we generate N samples in the training set with each sample containing one LR image x i , Table 1 : Comparison between our models and other methods on the PSNR/SSIM indexes. We use the bold face to label the first place in each track. one groundtruth HR image y i , and one boundary image b i . Denote the parameters of LSP and HSP by ω l and ω h , respectively, our model can be formulated as:
where f h (·) denotes two outputs (i.e., 2 feature maps) of the proposed HSP with the multi-task objective. [y i , α·b i ] denotes the fitting targets and α controls weight of preserving global structure.
Model Training and Testing
As our proposed model seamlessly integrates local structure preserving and global structure preserving, the standard back propagation algorithm is applicable to optimize the model parameters {ω l , ω h }. The only remark is that the pixel placement operation is non-differentable, thus we need to save the original location of the moved pixels for the back propagating from HSP to LSP. As for testing the image x i , the predict result is inside f h (h LSP (x i ; ω l ); ω h ).
EXPERIMENTS
Experiment Setting
Datasets. To justify the effectiveness of our proposed model, we conduct extensive evaluations on three public benchmarks, i.e., the Set5 [19] , Set14 [20] and BSD500 [21] dataset. The BSD500 dataset consists of 500 images, we use its training / validation set (300 images) for training, the rest 200 images for testing (BSD200). Besides, the Set5 and Set14 datasets are conducted by following the same experiment setting as other state-of-the-art methods [11, 5, 24] .
Implementation Details. For all above datasets, we first convert their images into YCbCr colorspace and only consider the luminance channel. Then we generate (32 x 32) subimages from each HR images in the training set by stride of 12 pixel, and get the corresponding sub-images from boundary annotations of the dataset in the same way. We generate LR sub-images from HR sub-images by sub-sampling as [11] .
To demonstrate that our model can handle image blur, we also introduce blurring into LR sub-images. As a result, we obtain the training set with 273600 triplets. Our proposed model is trained with the batch size 32 and fixed learning rate 1e − 12 under each scaling factor of {×2, ×3, ×4}.
Evaluation Metric and Compared Methods. We adopt the widely used PSNR 1 and SSIM as our evaluation metrics. We compare our proposed joint component learning network of LSP and HSP (ours) with sparse coding and image prior (SCIP) [5] , neighbor embeding and locally linear embedding (NELLE) [23] , anchored neighborhood regression (ANR) [25] and a three layers CNN (SRCNN) [11] . Table 1 indicates that our proposed model surpasses the former state-of-the-art methods both in the PSNR and SSIM indexes across all the scaling factors. From the results of PSNR metric, one can see that our model outperforms the compared methods by a large margin on Set5 (factor 2) and Set14. A similar tend can also be observed for the SSIM evaluation metrics. To be specific, Table 1 has shown the aver-(a) NELLE [23] (b) SCIP [6] (c) ANR [24] (d) SRCNN [11] (e) Ours (a) NELLE [23] (b) SCIP [6] (c) ANR [24] (d) SRCNN [11] (e) Ours age gains, achieved by our model, are 0.47dB, 0.23dB, 0.2dB higher than second best method SRCNN [11] , which is also a deep learning method. Figure 5 and 6 visualize some promising examples. We interpolate the Cb and Cr chrominance channels by the bicubic method to generate color images for better views. To clearly shown up the difference, we choose two patches from each group and attach them below. With the help of LSP, we can obtain multiple edge-preserving kernels. By means of these novel kernels, we achieve one better structure interpolation image. Compared to other methods, it gives rise to our results have sharper and clearer boundaries. We suggest the reader zooming in the figures to find more details.
Empirical Results and Analysis
To justify the contribution of the proposed HSP, we train our model with/without HSP-objective and plot the PSNR and SSIM curves. In Figure 7 , it seems that the HSP-objective not only accelerates the convergence, but also provides a better initialization, which helps the network to converge at a better local optimal.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we propose a novel structure preserving image super-resolution approach from both local and holistic perspectives. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our model not only achieve state-of-the-art performance on popular evaluation metrics, but also have a better visual quality. There are several directions in which we intend to extend this work. First, we only consider to estimate the pixel-place in the local gradient, we will explore more possibility in different elements and situations in the follow-up work. Second, we plan to extend our model for higher level vision tasks such as face hallucination.
